
Oil

On the crude oil market, the week opened with largely sideways trading, as the Brent front month contract Monday edged up a marginal 
0,35 USD/bbl, closing at 80,78 USD/bbl. The diplomatic relations between the US and Saudi Arabia are a bit tense at the moment, and 
there are fears that these tensions could spread into the oil market. Early Tuesday, the market is edging up further and we expect a 
bullish session throughout the day.

Gas
There were rising prices on the European gas markets Friday, as high demand for injection caused prices to edge up. The bullish sen-
timent on the market was to some extent limited by the fact that temperatures are expected to remain above average at least for one 
more week. The NCG Cal-19 contract closed the day at 25,20 EUR/MWh, up 0,10 EUR/MWh from Friday.

Coal
European coal prices had fallen during last week, but opened this week rising. The market has been pushed down recently by high stock 
levels and warm temperatures, and it is quite uncertain if the recent gains are an indication that the market is turning bullish once again. 
The first indications today point towards an either neutral or slightly bearish session.

Carbon

A quite big downturn struck the European market for carbon emissions yesterday, as the benchmark quota contract edged down 1,79 
EUR/t, closing at 18,58 EUR/t. The British negotiations with the European Union regarding Brexit are not making progess, and should 
it end with a “no-deal Brexit”, the UK would also leave the ETS scheme. These concerns were instrumental for yesterday’s losses. The 
market should manage to stabilize today.

Hydro
Following some quite dry days until the forthcoming weekend, the weather in the Nordic area is set to turn a lot wetter. Unsettled con-
ditions and high amounts of precipitation should dominate during most of next week and in total, the 10-day forecast is above average 
in terms of precipitation. The hydro balance is expected in a minor surplus of 1,7 TWh in two weeks’ time.

Germany
With the losses on the carbon emission market as the most important factor, the German power market traded down in Monday’s 
session, although an upturn on both the coal and gas markets limited the bearish sentiment. The country’s Cal-19 contract closed at 
51,60 EUR/MWh, down 1,75 EUR/MWh for the day. The market looks set for another bearish day today.

Equities
Following some quite big losses last week, the US stock markets opened this week bearishly as well. Geopolitical concerns and com-
ments from Donald Trump regarding the policy of the Fed are still causing the bearish sentiment on the market. The Asian markets open 
with losses early Tuesday as well.

Conclusion

After initially opening bullishly, wetter weather forecasts and falling carbon emission prices caused the Nordic power market to change 
direction yesterday. At the end of the day, the Q1-19 contract had fallen 0,50 EUR/MWh to 45,95 EUR/MWh, while the YR-19 contract 
was down 1,15 EUR/MWh, settling at 36,90 EUR/MWh. We expect further losses today in response to the relatively big losses in Germa-
ny late in Monday’s session.
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14-okt 18,09 19,89 18,09 18,09 18,09 18,09 20,07 November 48,23 52,10 47,10 49,35 49,10 45,10 45,10 Novem- 50,87 61,84 68,63

15-okt 54,00 54,15 39,74 51,61 41,38 34,15 37,27 Q1-19 43,30 47,78 47,95 49,45 50,95 46,20 45,95 Q1-19 50,44 63,27 98,60

16-okt 72,00 72,22 47,62 67,90 49,97 41,69 44,26 2019 41,45 44,23 38,95 40,25 43,15 37,03 36,90 2019 49,70 57,35 98,60


